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Synopsis
Concentrated suspensions of non‑Brownian spheres dispersed in a Newtonian carrier liquid were
placed under large amplitude oscillatory shear flow. It was found that the response wave forms
consisted of a transient response after each reversal in the shearing direction, followed by purely
viscous behavior. It was thought that rearrangements in the paniculate microstructure could account
for this transient response. Further, the characteristic strain for the microstructural rearrangement
was found to be essentially independent of the oscillation丘・equency, and showed good agreement
with the corresponding characteristic strain obtained from measurements of the transient response
after shear reversal in continuous shear experiments. In addition, the且uidity in the oscillatory now
after the transient response was found to be higher than that in the steady flow case. This increase
in fluidity was found to depend on the particle size dispersity, with the largest fluidity difference
occurring with the monodispersed systems.ゥ2005 The Society ofRheology.
[DOI: 10.1122/1.1814112]

I. INTRODUCTION
The rheology of suspensions is an important issue in many industrial processes. Ex‑
amples include ceramic molding, food processing, production of cosmetics or composite
materials, etc. Despite the fact that concentrated participate suspensions occur in many
industrial flow situations, we still only have a limited understanding of their fundamental
rheological behavior. In this paper, we consider suspensions where the particles are at

least several microns in size, allowing us to ignore the effects of Browman motion. We
focus on the speci丘c problem of the response under large amplitude oscillatory shear now
of concentrated suspensions of spheres dispersed in a Newtonian carrier liquid. It will be
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seen that there are some parallels and differences between the behavior under large
amplitude oscillatory且ow and that under steady shear且ow reported elsewhere (Narumi
et al, 2002).

Gadala‑Maria and Acrivos (1980) have previously reported an experimental study of
concentrated suspensions of 40‑50 〝m diameter polystyrene spheres in silicone oil under
steady shear and oscillatory shear, where they focused on the transient stress responses
and related these to the rearrangement of microstructure. Under the oscillatory deforma‑
tions, they found that the suspensions exhibited nonsinusoidal wave forms, and that the
shape of these curves could be predicted from the transient behavior observed in shear
reversal experiments. Although in the latter tests they showed that these transient re‑
sponses with constant shear rates ended after about 2 in strain, their oscillatory tests were
conducted with strain amplitudes less than 2. Thus the responses after each reversal in
direction in their oscillatory tests were affected by the incomplete microstructural rear‑
rangement in the preceding cycle. There have also been other reports of paniculate
suspensions exhibiting nonsinusoidal wave forms under oscillatory shearing, such as

Onogi et al. (1970), Matsumoto et al. (1973), and Doraiswamy et al. (1991), but these
tests were conducted with very small oscillations and have focused on particles in vis‑
coelastic carrier fluids. In these studies, the wave forms were analyzed by calculating the
Fourier components, and the nonlinear behavior was attributed to the presence of a yield
stress in the material. Recently, Heymann and co‑workers (2002) examined the behavior

of a suspension of poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) sphe㌢s under oscillatory shear
flow, with the main focus being on the onset of the nonlinear viscoelastic response as the
stress amplitudes were increased. The nonlinearity was detected via a technique based on
Fourier analysis of the resulting strain wave forms, with the appearance of higher har‑

monies (Wilhelm et al, 1999). In the present paper, we will also deal with the case of a
Newtonian carrier fluid, and we will explore the explanation for the transient response
proposed by Gadala‑Maria and Acrivos (1980), attributing it to the microstructural rear‑
rangements after the periodic changes in shearing direction during the cyclical deforma‑
tion. The Lissajous plot approach adopted in this study will be seen to provide many
useful insights into the rearrangement process. For completeness, it should be pointed out
that, in addition to rheometrical studies, there have also been experimental studies which
monitor the microstructural development in suspensions via optical techniques (e.g.,
Voltz et al , 2002) or observation of flow induced changes in particle concentrations (e.g.,
the study of bimodally sized systems by Hampton et al, 1997).
On the theoretical side, there have recently been models developed which can predict
some aspects of the experimentally observed strain‑governed transient behavior after
shear reversal. For example, Phan‑Thien and co‑workers have developed a constitutive
model for concentrated suspensions of non‑Brownian monodisperse spheres (Phan‑Thien,
1995, Phan‑Thien et al, 1999, 2000), which is based on the motion of a generic pair of
neighboring spheres in the suspension, with the interaction with surrounding spheres
modeled by a diffusion‑like process. As explained in our earlier paper (Narumi et al,
2002), this model appears to be able to capture reasonably well the strain dependence of
the transient response after shear reversal in steady shearing flows. However, this model
predicts no dependence on the shear rate, and so would be unable to explain the signi丘I
cant dependence of the response on oscillation frequency, which has been observed under
the large amplitude oscillatory shear flows to be presented in detail in this paper.
In this paper, we describe a series of oscillatory shear measurements we have carried

out on suspensions of mono‑, bi‑, and polydispersed systems. We have mainly examined
the effects of polydispersity in particle size and the frequency of the oscillations, thus

extending the observations of Gadala‑Maria and Acrivos (1980). Lissajous‑type plots of
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TABLE I. Mono‑ and polydispersed suspensions tested.

MD5
Partic le
(trade name)

Average diameter
S.D.C
Speci丘c gravity

MD 10 PD6

B enzo‑

PDIO

Benzo‑

gu anamine
mel amine

guanamine

(GP‑H50)

(GP‑HIOO)

PMMA PMMA

melamine

4.96 /〟n

10.0

0.20 /mm

0.45

M¥

(MA‑1010)

(MA‑ 1006)

〃′

6.97

/ム

2.53

l.4

10.2 〟,m

fim

3.79 /〟n
l.2

/urn

1.2

Carrier liquid Silicone oil lOOOcs (Specific gravity ‑ 0.98)
Volume fraction
ゥー0.5

'Volume base.
Standard Deviation.

shearrateorstrainagainstshearstresswereused,andtheseenabledustoclearlyseethe
postreversaltransientbehavioronthesinusoidalresponsesaswellasfacilitatingcom‑
parisonwithresultsfromsteadyshearingtests,viathepowerlawviscousmodel.We
foundthattheessentialfeaturesoftheresponseunderoscillatorydeformationagreewith
thedescriptiongivenbyGadala‑MariaandAcrivos(1980).Somediscrepancywasob‑
served,however,betweenthesteadyandoscillatoryresponsesparticularlyforthemono‑
dispersedsystems.
Thispaperisorganizedasfollows.InSec.IIwedescribethematerialsandapparatus
used.WeshowtheexperimentalresultsanddiscusstheseinSec.Ill,comparingwithour
previousmeasurementsperformedundercontinuousshearing.Finally,inSec.IVwe
presentourconcludingremarks.
II.EXPERIMENT
TheparticlesusedaresummarizedinTablesIandII.Basically,therewerefourkinds
ofsphericalparticlesused,allmanufacturedbyNipponShokubaiCo.Ltd.(Japan):GP‑
H50andGP‑HIOOofbenzo‑guanaminemelaminespheres,andMA‑1006andMA‑1010
ofPMMAspheres.Allparticlesweredispersedinsiliconeoilofviscosity1.13Pasat
20‑C(manufacturedbyShin‑etsuChemicalCo.,Ltd.,Japan),atvolumefractionof
4>‑0.5.Therelevantmaterialpropertiesofthefourbasicparticlesaresummarizedm
TableI.SincetheGP‑Hparticleshaveaverynarrowsizedistribution,wehaveregarded
thesuspensionswiththeseparticlesasmonodispersedsystemsandwillcalltheseMD5or
MDIO.ThenaminghereisacombinationofthelabelMD(for"monodispersed")with
theaverageparticlesizeinmicrons.ThePMMAsystemsofPD6andPDIOareconsid‑
̲̲・̲i
eredaspolydispersed(PDsystems),withapproximatelysamesizerangeofdiameterto

TABLE II. Bidispersed suspension tested.

(GP‑H50:GP‑HIOO)
Volume ratio
Number ratio
Average diameter

BD5‑1O(3:1)
3:

BD5‑1O(1:1)

BD5‑1O(1:3)

1:1

24.8:1

8.26:1

5.39 ^m

6.02 〝m

Carrier liquid Silicone oil lOOOcs (specific gravity ‑ 0.98)
Volume fraction

Volume base.

<ptotal ‑ 0‑5
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FIG. 1. Viscosity of test且uids measured in steady flow.

the monodispersed ones. In addition to these four basic particle types, we have tested
three kinds of bidispersed suspensions as shown in Table II: blends of GP‑H50 and
GP‑HIOO ("BD" systems). Here, the small and large particles were mixed with volume
ratio of 1:3, 1:1, or 3:1, and dispersed in the silicone oil with a total volume fraction of
cptotal ‑ 0.5. Table II shows more details of the bidispersed systems. A synthetic resin
and adhesive mixer (UM‑102S, JAPAN UNIX) was used to ensure uniformity of the
suspensions, and no signi丘cant clumping or sedimentation of the particles was observed
after the suspension was made up. In particular, we have estimated the characteristic
mean sedimentation time ts (the time required for a particle to sediment over its diam‑
eter) following the approach of Delhaye (2000) and Russel (1991), and this was found to
be quite long (㌔ ‑ 770min) even in the worst case. It should be pointed out that
although there are different particulate materials used in this study, it will be assumed that
all systems act essentially as hard‑spheres.
Figure 1 illustrates the steady shear viscosities of the samples measured with a Haake
stress‑controlled rheometer (model RS‑50) in the steady shearing mode. The tests were
conducted with a cone‑plate configuration with diameter 35 mm and cone angle of 2C
The minimum gap at the center was 112 /urn and was larger than the typical particle size,
since the largest particle included in our suspensions (i.e., in PDIO) was about 25 /xm in
diameter. We see that all of the test月iuids showed weak shear thinning characteristics.
The same rheometer and measurement geometry was used in the stress‑controlled
oscillatory shearing tests. For de丘niteness, the oscillatory shear tests were conducted at

five frequencies: / ‑ 0.316, 0.681, 1.00, 1.47, and 2.15 Hz. In this paper, we use the
corresponding angular velocities to denote the conditions, i.e., 10 ‑ 1.99, 4.28, 6.28, 9.24,
and 13.5 (rad/s). The amplitude of the stress signal applied was varied from 200 to 1200
Pa. Since too high shear rates gave rise to now instability at the outer edge in the
oscillation tests, the maximum amplitude was adjusted depending on the frequency and
the test且uid. The tests have consequently been conducted with maximum shear rate of
10‑30 (1/s) and the induced strain amplitude was about 1‑6, so the samples were indeed
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FIG. 2. Typical responses obtained for MDIO at <0 ‑ 1.99 (rad/s) in oscillatory flow with sinusoidal stress
applied of amplitude ao ‑ 550 (Pa). The resulting strain amplitude was γ

= 4.68.

subjected to large strains. The measurements of the oscillatory response were commenced

after several cycles had been completed, as preset by the control system of rheometer. We
will discuss the reproducibility of the response in the next section. The resulting strain
waveforms were monitored using an oscilloscope connected to the rheometer. All tests
were performed at 20±0・5 oC・
In these conditions, the Reynolds number for the particle‑carrier liquid system (based
on the difference in densities, particle diameter, velocity of the upper rheometer surface,
and carrier liquid viscosity) is less than 0.01, so that we can consider inertial effects to be
negligible. It should also be pointed out that several measurements were carried out for
over an hour, and over this period no signi丘cant change in the response curves was
observed. This supports the notion that sedimentation and particle migration were not
signi丘cantly occurring in these systems. Further, visual inspection of the samples at the
conclusion of each test did not reveal any major nonuniformities in the distribution of the
particulates.

日. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Key features of the response
Figure 2 shows typical wave forms obtained for the MDIO sample at c0 ‑ 1.99 (rad/s).
Applying a sinusoidal stress (<x), a quarter‑cycle (tt/2) shifted and somewhat distorted
sinusoidal strain response (y) is obtained. The shear rate ( y) estimated from the strain is
also shown in Fig. 2. We see significant transient deviation in shear rate after the change
in the shearing direction (at cot ‑ 0, tt). To clarify these features, the response wave
forms were plotted in Fig. 3 in a Lissajous fashion as shear stress versus shear rate and
strain. The arrows in Fig. 3 indicate the direction of the deformation during the cycles.
The transient responses in shear rate after the reversals appear as a butterfly‑shaped pair
of curves in the upper part of Fig. 3. Similar丘gures were obtained for all samples tested
(we will not show all plots here for conciseness). For any particular sample and mea‑
surement condition, it was con丘rmed that the curves were highly reproducible. Indeed it
was observed that the form of the curve was essentially established after the丘rst cycle
had been applied‑this also means that the samples were not sensitive to the prehistory of
the sample before each test, provided that some agitation had occurred beforehand to
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FIG. 3. Lissajous‑type plots of shear rate (upper) or strain (lower) against shear stress for the same data in
Fig.2.

ensure good dispersion. As Fig. 2 shows, it was found for all suspensions that the rheo‑
logical response was close to a liquid‑like behavior with no solid‑type response. That is,
during each cycle, when the applied shear stress passed through zero, the strain was at a
maximum or minimum value and the shear rate was zero (no phase lag).

The next step taken was to use a rheological model to fit the wave forms. We sought
a simple model which captures the above behavior, in particular the fact that the shear
stress and shear rate simultaneously pass through zero during each cycle. The curve γvis
in Figs. 2 and 3 is such a purely viscous response estimated with the following power law
model:

t=
a‑m¥j¥n

蝣%
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wherem‑81.1Pas"andn‑0.873inthiscase(MDIOsample).Weseethatう′vislSm

goodagreementwiththeexperimentaloneexceptforthetransientperiods.Twocorre
spondingstraincurvesofγvis+andγ‑,‑werealsoevaluatedfromintegrationofyv
withdifferentinitialconditionsandthesehavebeenplottedinFigs.2and3.Weseef

Fig.2thatthestraincurve(y)obtainedintheoscillatoryflowwithlargedeformati

alternately丘tsonthetwopurelyviscousresponsesofγvis+andγ,‑viatransient
regions.InFig.3,γvis+andγ=‑maketwoHviscousellipses"withthesameshapeand

thestrainisalternatelyshiftedfromonetotheotherwithtransientperiods.Thism
thatthecenterofoscillationinstrainisshifted(e.g.,o‑too+inFig.3)bythetran
behavioraftertheshearreversalinthesecontrolledstresstests.
Thus,itisclearthatthewaveformsofstraininFigs.2and3(lowerpart)showa

gradualdeparturejustafterachangeintheshearingdirection,withthestraincurv
.1,・̲
eventuallyshiftingtotheotherviscousellipse.Sincetheamplitudesofthestrain
inouroscillatorytestswerelargeenough,thisshiftendedwithinaquartercycleof
deformation.Hence,wecouldeasilyestimatethetransientperiodfromtheoscillat
data,thatis,acharacteristicstrainyy.Thefollowingprocedurewasadopted:Wefo

thatγfcouldbeneatlyobtainedifwefocusonthecurvesinthestress‑shearrateplo
whichjoinupwiththepowerlawcurvebeforeaquartercycleofthedeformationhas
beencompleted(i.e.,wecanseeinthetoprightcornerofFig.3thatthiscurvemeetst
powerlawlinebeforethemaximumshearstresshasbeenapplied).Thatis,forthiscur
wecande丘neamergingpoint''b"asinFig.3,andjfcanthenbeobtainedasthe

correspondingstrainfromthereversalpoint"a"tobonthestraincurveinthelowerp
ofFig.3.FromFig.3,weseethatonceapointlikebhasbeenpassed,thecurvesfollow
theviscousellipseasdiscussedpreviously,andthattheythencontinuetofollowth

powerlawbehaviorastheappliedstressisreducedbacktozero.
Wenowconsiderthein且uenceofthestressamplitudeapplied.Figure4showsrepre‑
sentativesetsofLissajousplotsofshearrateagainstshearstressobtainedwithth
BD5‑10(1:3)sampleatanangularvelocityof4.28(rad/s).Fourcurveswithdifferen
stressamplitudesarerespectivelyillustratedinthe丘gureandweobservethesimi
:]^1..,.4‑U,
butterfly‑shapedcurveswhichextendedfurtherfromthecenterofthefigureasthea
plitudewasincreased.Weseethatthepurelyviscousresponsesa鮎rthetransienton
tracethesameline,regardlessofthestressamplitudeapplied.Hence,wecande丘ne
=power‑lawmodel"‑basedcurvesforrespectivefrequenciessimilartotheyvisinFi
ThemodelcurvethusobtainedisshownwithathickenedlineinFig.4.Moreover,the
axesofshearstressandshearrateadoptedhereenablethestressvaluesundersteady
shearingtoalsobereadilyplotted,facilitatingcomparisonbetweentheoscillato
continuousshearingmodes.Thus,theplotofsteadyviscosity(fromFig.1)hasalsob

presentedinFig.4.
Wenowfurtherexplorethetransientresponseafterthereversalin且owdirection.I
ordertoclarifythetransientresponseobservedinthebutterfly‑shapedcurves,we
anapparentviscosity(^ap)definedbyりap‡U/ケStillfocusingontheBD5‑10(l:3)

sample,Fig.5illustratesthetypicalchangeinapparentviscositywiththeshearst
afterthereversal,whereinthisfigureγ‑0correspondstothepointainFig.3.Thre
datasetswithdifferentstressamplitudeshavebeenplottedforthethreefrequency
ditions.Itisinterestingtoobservethattheapparentviscosityresponseshowsgoo
collapseforeachangularvelocitywithlittledependenceonthestressamplitude,s

tothebehaviorseeninFig.4(previousparagraph).Thereisaclearreductioninrj^j
afterthereversal,followedbyagradualincreasetothequasisteadystatevalues.T

behaviorparallelsthatseeninpreviousexperimentsinvolvingcontinuousshearin
wherebytheshearstressshowedagradualtransientresponseafterasuddenreversal
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FIG. 4. Representative sets of Lissajous plots of shear rate against shear stress obtained with BD5‑10(l:3), all
obtained at the same frequency of co ‑ 4.28 (rad/s). The corresponding pairs of strain and stress amplitudes
γo / 0‑q (Pa) were: 2.23 / 350 (Pa), 2.51 /400 (Pa), 2.83 /450 (Pa), 3.10/ 500 (Pa). Apower law approximation
estimated after transient responses (thick line) is also compared with the prediction from the steady viscosity in
Fig. 1 (thick broken line).

shearing direction (Narumi et al, 2002). In these continuous deformation tests, the sys‑
tem was observed to eventually reach the steady state stress value after a typical strain
(approximately 2), and it was considered that this response was related to the develop‑
merit of a microstructure of the particulates. Indeed, the magnitude of the strain (approxi‑
mately 2) is similar to the critical strain amplitudes observed in this study (e.g., Fig. 5),
and to the results of Gadala‑Maria and Acrivos (1980) who used a concentric cylinder
system.
Thus, similar to the steady shearing case, in the oscillatory now case reported here, we
believe that some kind of particulate microstructure generated in the previous half cycle
is being broken up by the reversal and then being rearranged to reach a quasisteady state
during the subsequent flow. The question arises as to the nature of the structures which
may be developing in these systems. Since there appeared to be no yield stress or solid‑
like behavior observed in our tests for all samples, we think that it is reasonable to
imagine a weakly aggregated, partially clumped structure being generated as the particu‑

late undergoes flow in one direction. Moreover, during this transient process, the state
with the highest fluidity, that is, with the minimum apparent viscosity ( 77ap)min (corre‑
sponding to the dip shown in Fig. 5), would be expected to be close to a state with almost
no microstructure: that is, the reversal of direction has destroyed the previous structure,
and the new structure is still being developed at this point in the cycle.
The preceding discussion has shown that flow characteristics in both the quasisteady
state and the transient period display many common features, but that there is a clear
dependence on the angular velocity. In the next subsection, we will consider the influence
of particle size dispersion on the flow characteristics, with a particular focus on the
angular velocity dependence.
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2

shearstrain, y (‑)
FIG. 5. Typical apparent viscosity 77ap ‑ tIj changes after shear reversal. Three data sets (each with different
stress and strain amplitudes) are plotted for three frequency conditions. The respective pairs of γo /crO (Pa) are
2.86/250 (Pa), 3.93 /350 (Pa), 4.49/400 (Pa) for the frequency a ‑ 1.99 (rad/s), 2.47/600 (Pa), 2.68/650
(Pa), 2.92 / 700 (Pa) for the frequency o> ‑ 6.28 (rad/s), and 1.97 / 800 (Pa), 2.25 / 900 (Pa), 2.48 / 1000 (Pa) for
the frequency c0 ‑ 13.5 (rad/s). Observe that the strain from the reversal to the next one, i.e., twice the strain
amplitude, would be larger than about 4 for all cases. The critical strain, yf , has been indicated on the丘gure
to facilitate discussion.

B. Angular velocity dependence and particle size effects
The previous subsection focussed on two samples, MDIO and BD5‑10(l:3), in order
to present the key features of the response observed in these systems under oscillatory

shear flow. We now expand the discussion to consider the range of polydisperse and
bidisperse systems studied in this work, as listed in Tables I and II.
we丘rst consider the response of the mono‑ and bimodal systems (MD and BD). The
constants in the power model [Eq. (1)] were determined in the quasisteady states, as
before. Figure 6 shows the power law index n for these systems plotted against the

fraction of large particles (^laige^total). where ‑ and * of the abscissa respectively
indicate the monodisperse MD5 and MDIO. Note that although a somewhat smaller n
was obtained with the steady flow tests, there is not a large difference from the oscillatory
results. Hence, we conclude that the power law index n has little dependence on fre‑
quency oo or the degree of particle size dispersity in these bimodal suspensions. On the
other hand, Fig. 7 shows that the parameter m, which is equivalent to the viscosity at
y ‑ l (l/s), has some dependence on both the frequency and the particle size dispersity.
It is pointed out that the value of m[ ‑り(ケ‑ i)] for the steady flow case followed a
well‑known trend with a dip occurring at an intermediate mixing for bimodal suspensions

(e.g., Farris, 1968, D'Haene and Mewis, 1994). We observe that for the oscillatory tests,
the value of m was signi丘cantly reduced, compared to the steady state case: this reduction

in viscosity ( ‑ high fluidity) was particularly apparent with the monodisperse MD sys‑
tems at the higher frequencies. The physical reason for the frequency dependence of this
behavior is unclear‑this will be the object of more detailed future studies.
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FIG. 6. Power law index n against the fraction of large particle for mono‑ and bidispersed systems.

Figure 7 also shows the variation of (?7ap)min> the minimum apparent viscosity ob‑

tained in the transient responses (i.e., the "dip" in Fig. 5). We see that there is almost no
dependence of C ^7ap)min on tne frequency or the size dispersity.
The earlier features observed in Fig. 7 suggest that the following may be a possible
picture of the microstructural mechanisms governing these suspensions under large am‑
plitude oscillatory shear flow. In the transient period immediately after the shear reversal,
the microstructure of the particles would begin to be broken up. As the月Iow continues in

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

￠ large '￠t。tal
FIG. 7. Power law model parameter m, which is equivalent to the viscosity atう′ ‑ 1 (1/s), for mono‑ and
bidispersed systems.
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the new direction, a common feature of all the participate systems was that they passed
through a state with minimum apparent viscosity [(?7ap)min m Fig‑ 5J. This state is
expected to correspond to one where the particles are not arranged in a structured way at
all, and we observe from Fig. 7 that there was almost no difference in ( yap)m{n due to the
frequency or the size dispersity. This suggests that the state corresponding to (?7ap)min
may serve as a useful basis state, upon which we can compare and monitor the subse‑
quent changes in the microstructure and viscosity.
As the flow continues to be applied after the reversal, the particles begin to be ar‑
ranged into their quasisteady state structures. These microstructures may possibly consist
of aggregates of weakly bound particles, as mentioned previously. The dependence of m
on the frequency (as seen in Fig. 7) could thus be attributed to the fact that the size of the
aggregates formed in these stages of the oscillatory flow would depend on the angular

velocity applied. Further, at lower frequencies, the MD systems in particular would be
expected to produce more regularly ordered and larger aggregates because of their par‑
tide size monodispersity, thus leading to a larger viscosity (as seen in Fig. 7). Admittedly,
this discussion of the microstructure and its changes during oscillatory月Iow is necessarily
speculative since we do not have any direct microscopic information. Nevertheless, it
would appear that much of the behavior can be interpreted in terms of microstructural
ideas such as these.

The earlier discussion has focused on the mono‑ and bidisperse cases (MD and BD).

Summarizing the key points so軸it can be said that the concentrated suspensions
displayed not only shear thinning behavior of the viscosity for a certain frequency (i.e.,
the power law behavior seen under a丘xed frequency in Fig. 4), but, in addition, a type of
Hdynamic shear thinning" behavior of the parameter m in oscillatory flow‑that is,

m ‑ m(o>) which decreased with (。 Moreover, it was observed that this dynamic thin‑
ning of m strongly depended on particle size dispersity. Other interesting features which
can be seen in Fig. 7 are that, as the frequencies become higher, the values of m are close
for the two monodisperse systems, and furthermore that m appears to become less sen‑
sitive to a) and to the size composition.

We now turn to the flow characteristics of the polydispersed systems in the oscillatory
tests. PD6 and PDIO have nearly the same shear thinning properties as those of other
samples shown in Fig. 6; that is, PD6

has n ‑ 0.78‑0.91 and PDIO has

n ‑ 0.79‑0.87. Figure 8 illustrates the power law constant m and the minimum apparent
viscosity ( 77ap)min against the angular velocity for the polydispersed systems. The data of

MD5 and BD5‑10(1:1) are also plotted in Fig. 8 for comparison. We see that the PD
systems show a similar trend to the bimodal ones with regards to the reduction of the
parameter m with the oscillation frequency. Since the particles in both the PD systems
have the normal distribution in size (not shown here), it is considered that PD6 and PDIO
may show behavior close to the BD5‑10(l:1) suspension. Indeed, since the (?7ap)min
values of the PD systems are similar to those of the other systems and are independent of
the angular velocity, it is reasonable to expect that similar considerations to the bimodal
case regarding the microstructure of the suspensions would be applicable to these poly‑
dispersed systems.

C. Characteristic strain γf in transient response
In this subsection, we will be concerned with the characteristic strain jf for the
transient response as obtained in Figs. 3 and 5. Since the evaluation method of yy
mentioned in the discussion of Figs. 3 and 4 (Sec. IllA) is only applicable for cases
where strain in the quarter cycle is larger than about 2, we determined γy only in the tests
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where γo > 2.5. Figure 9 shows the values for jf obtained with the mono‑ and bidis‑
persed suspensions. There seems to be a slight dependence of jf on the fraction of large
particles ( ￠large/^total)‑ However, it should be kept in mind that jf includes an error of
about 20% in our digital estimation, so that we cannot de丘nitely conclude that there is a
significant dependence of yy on the frequency or the size dispersity, etc. Figure 10 shows
that similar features and nearly the same values of γy are observed for the polydispersed
systems. However, it is interesting to observe that the same γy was obtained for the
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FIG. 9. Characteristic strain jf for the microstractural rearrangement estimated with the transient response
after the shear reversal in oscillatory flow of mono‑ and bidispersed systems.
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FIG. 10. Characteristic strain jf for the microstructural rearrangement in oscillatory flow of polydispersed

system and corresponding characteristic strain ^5 obtained from measurements of the transient response after
shear reversal in continuous shear tests conducted.

different frequencies, whereas, as discussed in the previous subsections, the nature of the
microstructures at the quasisteady states appear to have a distinct frequency dependence
(Figs. 5 and 7). The characteristic strain, T95 , previously measured in the continuous
deformation tests on the PDIO suspension, is also plotted in Fig. 10 for comparison
(Narumi et al, 2000, 2002). In those tests with a parallel plates system, r95 was defined
as follows: it is the strain required for 95% of the steady shear stress to be recovered after
the sudden reversal in the shearing direction. Figure 10 shows that there is reasonable
agreement between γf and F95. This tends to support血e essential physical picture
originally proposed by Gadala‑Maria and Acrivos (1980) and which we have been adopt‑
ing in this paper, whereby the departure from the simple viscous response in the oscilla‑
tory tests reflects the change in microstructure as the system recovers from each reversal
in shearing direction. This behavior parallels that seen in the continuous shear tests. The
independence of jf from the flow conditions (as seen in Figs. 9 and 10) also supports the
argument that strain‑governed microstructural rearrangement may be behind this phe‑
nomenon. Our data indicate that a strain of about 2 is necessary to rea汀ange the micro‑
structure after the reversal. Thus, if the strain amplitude is not so large [as was the case

in the tests of Gadala‑Maria and Acrivos (1980)], the rearrangement process after the
reversal would be affected by the shear history in the preceding half‑cycle. On the other
hand,

the

study

by

Heymann′and

co‑workers

(2002)

on

the

onset

of

the

nonlinear

vis‑

coelastic response in oscillatory shear tests is expected to be related to the characteristic
strain in our study, since, in their constant frequency tests, they observed the strain
amplitude decreasing as血e stress amplitudes were decreased.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have carried out a series of large amplitude oscillatory shear measurements on
concentrated suspensions of non‑Brownian spheres dispersed in a Newtonian carrier liq‑
uid. It was found that the response wave forms consisted of the transient region after the
shear reversal, followed by a purely viscous response which could be fitted by a power
law‑type model. It was thought that rearrangements in the participate microstructure
could account for the transient response after the shear reversal in each deformation
half‑cycle. In particular, it was observed that there was a clear reduction in the apparent
viscosity just after the reversal, followed by a gradual increase to a "quasisteady state"
value, indicating changes in the particle configurations. For a fixed angular velocity of the
oscillation, it was found that the strain dependence of this apparent viscosity response
showed good data collapse, with little dependence on the amplitude of the stress applied.

Moreover, it was found that the minimum viscosity value and the characteristic strain in
these transient responses showed little dependence on the angular velocity or the nature

of the size dispersity of the particles. We also found that the values of the pseudoplastic
viscosity m, estimated in the quasisteady states, was signi丘cantly reduced, compared to
those obtained in the steady state tests: this reduction in viscosity was particularly appar‑
ent with the monodisperse systems at the higher frequencies.
Concentrated suspensions are a very important class of materials in industry, and an
understanding of their flow behavior is essential for optimizing their processability and
function. The results of this work lend further support to the basic concept of strain‑
driven microstructural change being the mam governing process in the transient behavior
observed in these systems.
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